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Josh Cirtina: Hi Adrian, thanks for agreeing to speak to
us about this new venture. So, first things first, can you tell
us a bit about the group and it’s purpose?
Adrian France: Hi Josh – my pleasure and thank you for
your kind invitation. It is a great opportunity to discuss
our project with the British Trombone Society and your
readers so we can offer some insight into our new venture.
As we know, the UK already boasts some wonderfully
talented trombone quartets, most notably Bones Apart,
as well as others including Slidin’ About, Spitfire Quartet
& Black Dyke Mills Band quartet, so you may be asking
why do we need another one?
The Concert Trombone Quartette is a newly formed
trombone quartet but with a difference. We have taken
our inspiration from an original quartet formed and
based in London performing from 1892 until c. 1896.
However, we are not just looking to simply reform this
along the lines of recreating everything they did and
performed. On the contrary, we have a specific remit at
CTQ to retrospectively develop the ideas of the original
quartet by exploring works for the trombone from over
400 years, some having been performed by the original
quartet, but playing them on instruments original to the
time of the compositions. Thus we can create sounds
familiar to the composers and offer a unique insight into
their differing sound worlds throughout the centuries
and into the evolution of the trombone and specifically
the trombone quartet.
JC: Why in particular did you want to recreate an
ensemble from the past?
AF: This idea was not a pre-requisite of ours but one that
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developed over a period of months. From a historical
perspective, it was of significant interest to us to discover
that a prominent trombone quartet existed in London
in a bygone era, as well as the wealth of documents
including reviews, press articles and concert reviews
that exist relating to the original quartet, which clearly
demonstrates in what high esteem they were held.
The original members were Messrs T. Colton, F. W.
Davis, E. Atherley and R. H. Booth (bass trombone
& director). They were all players in London’s top
Symphony Orchestras, such as the Royal Academy
Concerts, Royal Italian Opera, London Symphony
Concerts & London Symphony Orchestra, Drury Lane
Theatre & The Richter Concerts. They were also clearly
in high demand as a Quartette in their own right, with
performances such as playing to the Lord Mayor &
Sheriffs at the Savage Club, The Royal Albert Hall, and
The Queen’s Hall, alongside an invitation to perform for
the renowned Gresham Lectures hosted by Professor
Frank Bridge. Mr T. Colton, who played the alto
trombone, was also professor of trombone at the Royal
College of Music.
One such historical example below advertises the
original Quartette having being accompanied by Mr
Henry J. Wood on the organ at The Queen’s Hall Sunday
Concert Series in London on April 5th 1896. This was
surely a highlight in their concert archive and biography.
They were at that time members of the original Queen’s
Hall Orchestra, which was specifically formed by Henry
Wood for his Promenade Concerts Series in August
1895 and which later evolved into today’s worldrenowned BBC Proms.
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QUEEN’S HALL INTERIOR SHOT – BY PERMISSION OF HISTORIC
ENGL AND ARC HIVE DATED 1908

This valuable information was not only fascinating
and enlightening to us from an historical angle but
also fuelled our interest to consider the possibilities
of complimenting their work from a 21st century
perspective. As trombonists in the modern era, we are
always seeking opportunities to continually raise the
profile of our beloved instrument in all its forms and to
do something that as yet remains mostly unexplored is
incredibly exciting for us.

lugging countless trombones around the UK and further
afield, which can lead to some extremely colourful travel
schedules!

JC: The new group has a rather formidable line up
of leading performers in the historical performance
trombone world. Could you tell us more about them?
AF: Our members, Susan Addison, Emily White, Miguel
Tantos and myself, Adrian France, all share a collective
passion in performing on original instruments covering
many centuries and we all bring a wide range of
experience, expertise and flexibility to our specific roles
within the quartet. Fortuitously, we have three tenor
players who also play alto trombone and this unique
attribute can offer us many musical possibilities.
Sue and Miguel have previously held orchestral
positions in the CBSO and Santiago Philharmonic
Orchestra, Chile respectively. We are all now freelance
players and work with ensembles such as The Sixteen,
The English Cornett & Sackbut Ensemble, The Gabrieli
Consort, Orchestra Révolutionnaire et Romantique,
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Musica Antiqua Salzburg
& Pandora’s Box covering solo work, contemporary, Jazz
music & theatre productions. As well as all that, three
of us are professors of sackbut in UK Conservatoires.
Most importantly, we all share a warped enjoyment of

JC: Do you have any upcoming plans or projects?
AF: We have a few projects in the pipeline of a varied
nature. Our debut concert is on Saturday, 8 June 2019
with the Newcastle-Upon-Tyne Bach Choir. See below
for more details.
We also have an in-principle commitment at
Newcastle University for a collaborative project in 2020
with my students at the University doing one of our
programmes for choir & trombones, which will see CTQ
in a mini-residency role. We also have several projects in
the early stages of development, as well as two recording
projects planned, instrumentally and with choirs.
More information will follow in due course.
JC: Since the group is based somewhat around historically
informed performance, is there a research element related
to the group?
AF: Yes, very much so. Discovering specific historical
documents and records of original trombone quartets is
almost as good as it gets and is absolutely fascinating –
especially knowing where and with whom they worked
and how we can benefit with hindsight through the
ever expanding knowledge of historically informed
performance – something not available to players back
in the 19th Century.
According to the original Quartet’s press reviews,
they performed ‘the Schütz & Beethoven pieces’,
presumably referring to Fili mi Absalon and Equale
Continues on next page …
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JC: Is there anything you’d like to add?
AF: As we know, there is a growing body of repertoire
for the trombone in quartet and solo form and this
project is designed to encompass some of the more
traditionally known works as well as offering knew
historical pieces yet to be heard. Our remit is to include
our own arrangements from the 19th century of actual
listed works that they played, following in the original
ensemble’s footsteps, as well as obvious classics and one
such work you can hear via our VIDEO HERE .
To conclude, reforming The Concert Trombone
Quartette isn’t just an opportunity to try some new
music in a different manner but is fuelled by wanting
to give something back to the instrument we all love
so much! Specifically, this is in offering a much deeper
knowledge to what we already know about certain
repertoire but also by unlocking and opening up entire
projects and awareness into the sheer depth of repertoire
and contextual knowledge that is mostly overlooked.

The Concert Trombone Quartette superimposed in front of the Queen’s Hall, London
(original image dated 1894). By permission of Historic England Archive.
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respectively, and these were documented as having been
performed alongside arrangements of popular tunes of
the day. There is a vast amount of on-going background
work into sourcing more of their specific repertoire
with the occasional previously unknown gem being
unearthed, so watch this space. My research is taking
me to many Libraries and Institutions discovering
leads to events and specific repertoire, as well as more
general background material on how the trombone was
considered in this period. It is an endless and rewarding
journey of discovery seeing what role they played in the
general musical society in 19th century London.
One specific angle of interest we wish to expand
upon is the comparison of recreating the sounds from
the 19th century on the instruments to which they
would have had access and to juxtapose them on the
same works but with instruments of the Baroque,
Classical & Romantic periods, to hear and explore the
different sound worlds and approaches in articulation,
tuning, timbres and technical aspects to all the
instruments.
My aim is to build upon knowledge of repertoire
for the trombone by expanding upon the context
of how and why certain works were written for the
instrument and to explore further the composer’s
influences at the time. This will the form the backbone
of our programming and might also expand into a more
generalist research project at a later date.
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JC: I hear your debut concert is coming up shortly? Could
you give us some details for our readers to make the trip
to see you in action?
AF: Indeed we do and we are delighted to be
collaborating with the Newcastle-upon- Tyne Bach
Choir alongside the Newcastle Classical Players, directed
by Eric Cross on Saturday, 8 June 2019 at 7.30pm, All
Saint’s Church, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The programme will be exploring the instrumental
and vocal repertoire for trombones and voices from
the Classical and Romantic periods, centring around
Bruckner’s Requiem in D minor WAB 39 dating from
1849 and is considered to be Bruckner’s first large-scale
work.
We hope to see some of you there, if possible, to share in
our inaugural concert!
Please do follow us on social media on the following
links:
HTTP://WWW.CONCERTTROMBONEQUARTETTE.COM

